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Light up shoes

Check out the video to learn how to create your own LED Shoes.Heres what you need: Shoes: The thicker the sole the easier it will be to attach LED Lights.Battery and connector: Get one of you to a local hardware store or break one from another toy/item you have. LED lane light: Again you need to visit you local hardware store for this. Just make sure you grab a flexible lane
though. Wired Copper: Wire all together. Aluminium works great too. Masking Tape: Keep everything in place. Inline Switch: To turn the new LED on and off, light up the shoes. Watch the video above to learn how to put everything together. Enjoy: You can see some of the end results here. It's quite time consuming, but use simple stuff and can be done on a fairly low budget.
First, get some shoes you like the look. The best materials for drawing a canvas are obviously though, although I've had the success of painting suede and you can paint smoother skin - but be prepared for your paint hack if you use stains. Next get myself some acrylic paint - I used all kinds of qualities and colors. Magenta tones are the hardest to manage because they often
have poor coverage. Finally get yourself a laundry handle or some other thin outlining pen you can be sure won't work on the fabric. I chose the design of the dinosaur on one side of this shoe and strawberries on the other. That's right - it's the same shoes! The other half of the pair I made in black and white using a laundry pen, but it's a fairy tale for another day. Ye
Naiquan/EyeEmGetty Images Who doesn't like splashing on new shoes? But if you're not careful, unpredictable British weather and a total daily grind can take the shine off your fabulous shoes. If you love your shoes, you'll want to make them last, so here's how to keep them looking lovely for longer... Protect suede shoes, protect them with suede tread. Liquiproof Protector Spray
works on suede and leather shoes. As an added bonus, it can also be used on suede and leather bags and clothing. If you want your suede to look great, it's important to invest in a suede brush like this one from Kiwi. This will allow you to clean any dirt or traces of the material. Avoid wearing your favorite suede shoes if it rains though! GHI TIP: If your suede shoes are seriously
stained, you can try using a weak dishwashing solution and a quality brush to wipe the tracks before allowing them to dry naturally. We recommend testing on a more inconspicuous area first. This image by Matty JaspersonGetty Images Use decent polishKeep shoes looking as good as new, polishing them often. Go for neutral polish so that it can be used on all your shoes,
regardless their colors without tarnishing them. Timpson stocks a good neutral shoe varnish. If your shoe varnish stains your laminated floor, don't panic! They can be removed by removing nail polish containing acetone or other soft solvents. The WD-40 also Good when removing shoe polish stains. Lose sponge Our team of experts say that sponges are not the best way to clean
shoes as you often don't know they are made. Instead, choose a quality brush. The presence of a variety of brushes (rough and soft) will help you to care for a large number of different shoes. GHI TIP: For suede shoes, brush in the direction of natural grain fabric. This will help the suede keep its smooth appearance. HARR120NGetty Images dry up wet shoes But never on a
radiator! Do this as soon as possible by stuffing with a newspaper or using horse shoes and then store them like this to help keep your shape. You should never keep leather shoes near direct heat, otherwise they may dry and crack. If you have any really precious shoes, keep them in a box or shoe bag so they don't discolour or get damaged. GHI TIP: For trainers, open the
trainers' tongues and let them dry naturally. You should also remove the shoelaces and wash and dry them separately. Add the rubber sole of the make-up shoes longer by adding a rubber sole to the leather sole of your shoe. This will give you longer wear and more grip: especially in rainy weather. They can be ordered from major retailers including Timpsons and Amazon. Like
this article? Sign up for our newsletter to get more articles as it is delivered directly to your inbox. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io Skip Navigation! We are all obsessed with sleep: how much we get, the
quality of it, how it affects our day... By diving into unique aspects of puffing, Lights Out will make you think about sleep in a whole new way. Available by: DSW What I Think: Seeing an ad from Bloomies showing beautiful sandals with cork bottoms made me one lucky camper - until I saw the price. They were over $80, but I have to admit I was tempted anyway. I just love the ease
of cork bottom shoes and still wear a pair I bought in Hawaii about 10 years ago. Yes, they are a bit rat and yes, I would replace them, but I had a hard time because the cork bottoms are not always in style. Looks like they're in this season though, and the DSW has two styles I really like for just $44.95. Better yet promotion is good until March 15, 2010 to save $10 on any regular
shoe price. This promotion is only good for online purchases - use the code on March 10 at checkout. By the way, there is also free shipping on orders of $35 or more, but free membership is required. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. May be able to find more information about this and
similar contents on the piano.io William Abranowicz season most glowing furniture and accessories pay homage to simple volumes, rich colors, and sharp shadows of the famous Mexican Mexican Luis Barragon Put one lace over a straw tee knot around the straw. Tie the bow on it. He took out the straw. Don't forget to comment as well and follow me. Me.
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